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Editor’s Note 
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Incorporating arts in the training of health
professional learners has received growing
interest in the last couple of decades. While
education in the health professions has
traditionally emphasized science and
technology, considerable strides have been
made in the inclusion of arts as a vehicle for
understanding health and the whole patient,
and for enabling the provision of quality and
compassionate health care (Brett-MacLean,
2007). 

Research in this area has highlighted the
personal and professional benefits of arts for
health professional trainees. The arts are an
effective means for developing learners’ skills
in communication, diagnostics, observation,
and culturally sensitive practice (Lelchuk
Staricoff, 2004). The arts facilitate creativity,
imagination, empathy, self-reflection, and
emotional awareness (Brett-MacLean, 2007;
Lelchuk Staricoff, 2004). In addition, art-
making experiences can foster well-being,
work-life balance, and learners’ commitment
to their profession (Cox, Brett-MacLean, &
Courneya, 2014; Mercer, Warson, & Zhao,
2010). Lastly, the arts can promote better
provider-patient relationships and  positive
physiological and psychological changes in
clinical outcomes (Lelchuk Staricoff, 2004).

Considering the plethora of benefits of the
arts, the WELL Office decided to embark on a
project to engage learners with art, both as
producers and as consumers. Originally, we
wanted to host a Learners’ Art Exhibition to
bring together artists from different
programs and provide them with an
opportunity to display and share the power
of art with the McGill community. However,
the pandemic derailed our plans for hosting
an in-person event. As such, we decided to
create the Learner Art Magazine, as a way of
honoring the artists and sharing their work, 

message, and incredible talent. This inaugural
edition presents the work of 8 different artists
from the Faculty of Medicine and Health
Sciences. The pieces reflect a range of themes,
styles, and experiences in the lives of health
professional learners. Art has been used to
appreciate the beauty of the human form, and
to display the human aspects of illness, as well
as the significance of the patient-provider
relationship. At a more personal level, you will
witness the depiction of the empowering
transition from adolescence into adulthood,
perseverance despite illness and residency
struggles, the memory of a gaze,  and the
reminiscence of a fall scenery. 

We would like to acknowledge a few people
who were instrumental in the successful
implementation of this project. Thank you to
the Journeys through Health Committee, with
a special mention to Jiameng Xu, for all their
guidance throughout this experience. Thank
you to Lesley Potts, our projects
administrator, for her dedication and support
in making this wonderful project possible. 

We hope that you enjoy our first edition and,
to all other artists out there, we hope you feel
inspired to submit your work for future issues!

Camila Velez, MA
Wellness Consultant-Academic Associate
The WELL Office
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Making, Seeing, Feeling 
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The elderly man pushes his walker down a
hallway adorned with art. Past each piece he
tells his companion something about his life,
pausing every now and then to gesture at a
face, a flower, a patch of red. He says aloud
things he has never told anyone. Each
painting, drawing, and photograph hung on
the wall is a window opened, a once-
stranger’s world now brought close and
familiar. Whoever looks within receives the
experience of another, and walking away
does not remain unchanged.
 
When I heard this story about the impact of a
grassroots art exhibition in 2018 at the
Montreal General Hospital, I could not help
but repeat it to my friends, colleagues, and
teachers who take the last half hour of the
day to lay strokes upon paper and canvas;
who in quiet moments give shape to paper or
clay; who at sunrise when a shift has ended,
or is about to begin, capture the light shining
onto the curtain in an empty hospital room.
'Your art leaves an untold mark upon the
world,' I tried to say. 'Added to all that you
already do as clinicians, what you craft with

your hands, with what you see and feel, are
indescribably important'. But they were too
busy creating art, and I need not have worried
anyway. As a mentor replied: “There is
something to be said for making something
just for the sake of doing it.”

In caring for others we face the risk of losing
touch with ourselves. The arrival of new
knowledge, the routines of clinical work, and
the suffering we encounter continually press
upon us. Such pressures encourage us to do
better and learn more, but also at times
displace us from our own humanity and that
of the people around us. The art of my
patients, colleagues, and teachers in
healthcare is a gift to me a piece of their
existence. In front of their creations, I am
called to see, to feel, and to become more.

Jiameng Xu, Medical Class of 2021
MD-PhD Candidate (Rehabilitation Science)
Member, McGill Humanities and Art in Medicine
& Journeys Through Health



ANITA RAJ
Never did I think I would get
seriously ill during my residency.  To
go through so much and come out
alive and functional, some would
call it a blessing. However, it left a
lot of marks, emotional and
physical. Returning to residency
during the pandemic was another
uphill battle. 

Sometimes, though, I can see the
light. Making art helps me do this
and find the joy in life. This piece
reflects putting aside work and
worries, and entering a peaceful
sense of mind. To any colleagues
who are struggling: Almost there,
you can do this!  Look how far
you’ve come.
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Finding the Light, 20.3 x 25.4 cm, Acrylic in stretched canvas

Program: PGME



ERICA BITEKTINE
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Hand in Hand, 25.4 x 17.7 cm, Multimedia paper, ink, pen, watercolour

Program: UGME

Through this artwork, I wanted to
portray the importance of the
relationship between the patient
and the healthcare professional. In
the drawing, a healthcare
professional is holding on to the
hand of a patient, showing that
they are supporting him and
attempting to help their patient 

become healthier. However, the
physician cannot do this without
developing a relationship based on
trust and understanding. This trust
is illustrated by the fact that the
patient is also holding on to the
physician, showing that they are
entrusting the healthcare
professional with their care.



ANTONELA BADAN
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Skinny Poem, 61 x 20 cm, Oil on canvas 

Program: DENT

The piece that is on display is
painted in a style that is not
characteristic for me. I often paint
depictions of sceneries that are
somewhere between realistic and
impressionistic. This one, however,
is inspired by a poem called “Skinny
Poem” and I made it in the context
of a poetry class.

The poem was about the creative
process of making a skinny/narrow
looking poem, as emphasized by my
choice of canvas and the “skinny”
imagery depicted by the skeleton.
Although “skinny”, those poems can
have just as much meaning, as
illustrated by the roses that fill the
skeleton.



Impressions of Fall, 38 x 30.5 cm, Watercolour on paper

SAMUEL 
SOTIRIS

PSYCHARIS
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In honor of the donors who
continue to live through the
next generations of students.

Poem
As the leaves transition 

from green to red, 
they fall but do not die.  

For they land in the hands of
children learning their way

around the changing
seasons, with the hope for a

brighter tomorrow.  
The gift of life is truly

forever. 

Inspired by a scene from the

entrance to McGill University.

The trees of life hang over a

boy and girl, offering

protection from the harsh rays

of the sun. They mark the

entrance to a passageway that

carries on for eternity. In the

foreground is a bench where

the donors watch as children

learn about the secrets hidden

in the leaves. The clock, like

that of the Roddick Gates,

stands tall in the background—

a record of the time that has

elapsed. 

Program: DENT



MARIA GIANNOUMIS 
Creating art can be simply described as a bolt of freedom in order
to satisfy one's creativity and passion. Through the time spent
creating this piece I was able to appreciate the charm and
demanding beauty in of the structures in nature and the human
form.
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Flora, 40 x 30 cm, Pastel and pencil Light Hearted, 40 x 30 cm, Pastel and felt marker 

Program: UGME



VANESSA D'AQUILA
These 4 paintings are a part of my
"She is Strength" personal collection
(alongside 5 others + counting).
Using either acrylic or oil paint, I
have attempted to summarize
some of my strengthening
moments as a teenager until young
adulthood throughout my
paintings. I am fascinated by
symmetry, colour and calligraphy,
and hope to inspire other young 
artists and art admirers to pursue 

their passion for art alongside the 
other fields of work. I am currently a
pediatric Registered Nurse Clinician;
my soul is energized by the children
and families I meet and get to care
for on a daily basis.  If you have any
questions about the symbolism
behind my muses' tattoos, please
do not hesitate to contact me ...
there is a lot of meaning for me
behind every work! 
Thank you, Merci.
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I am not a Number, 45.7 x 35.6 x 2 cm, Acrylic paint on canvas

Program: ISoN
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VANESSA D'AQUILA

Independent, 50.8 x 40.6 x 2 cm, Acrylic paint on canvas

Reflections, 50.8 x 40.6 x 2 cm, Acrylic paint on canvas
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VANESSA D'AQUILA

Motivation, 50.8 x 40.6 x 2 cm, Acrylic paint on canvas



MAHBUBA SUBEHA
I was struck by the clarity and intense focus of a stranger's gaze, so much
so that I wanted to capture the moment in my sketchbook – a keepsake of
my memories.
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The Gaze of John Doe, 22 x 35 cm, Pencil on handmade paper

Program: Pathology PhD



MELANIE LEUNG
For this project, I wanted to
combine  2 passions: visual arts and
writing. The topic of diabetes
emerged when I met a patient who
got type 2 diabetes and who was
very affected by his diagnosis,
despite the numerous therapies
available to control it. 
The textbook symbolizes
knowledge. On the left, I listed

scientific knowledge of diabetes. On
the right, in contrast, I imagined the
potential life implications of it, to
show the humane aspects of
diseases. The contrast of warm and
cold colours symbolizes the
excitement when learning about
diseases versus the difficult flip side
to it.
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The Double Reflection of Diabetes, 30 x 40.5 x 1.5 cm, Painting with acrylic
on natural cotton canvas 

Program: UGME
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Participate in the second

edition of our magazine 

CLICK HERE for the submission

form. Email your submissions to:

thewellofficeprojects@mcgill.ca

Deadline: September 2021
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https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=cZYxzedSaEqvqfz4-J8J6tJgGw444jZAraP_4ECQ9ZdUQVFPUUYzWFNHQUg4MlFPTUIzSUNZOTgwRi4u
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